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Ombudsman’s Determination
Applicant

Mr K

Scheme

Alliance Healthcare and Boots Retirement Savings Plan (the Plan)

Respondent

Legal & General (L&G)

Outcome

Complaint summary

Background information, including submissions from the parties
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•

L&G had not acted in the best interests of the Plan’s beneficiaries.

•

It had not acted impartially towards the “minority investors” who had vested their
trust in preserving their pension.

•

It had not provided investors with an opportunity for investment growth.

•

It had not acted prudently in selecting and dealing with investments.

•

It had put its organisational interests before that of the members. It did not appear
that L&G had responded on this point.
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Adjudicator’s Opinion
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Mr K did not accept the Adjudicator’s Opinion and the complaint was passed to me to
consider. Mr K provided further comments, which are summarised below:•

His complaint should be reviewed from a ‘legal perspective’ in respect of L&G’s
duties under The Occupational Pension Schemes (Charges and Governance)
Regulations 2015.

•

He trusted L&G to manage the Plan effectively and protect his interests. It had
failed in its duty of trust with the following acts and/or omissions:o

Closing more than 50% of the available funds in the Plan. He believes this was
done to improve organisational profit and disadvantaged members who were
not in the default lifestyle investment strategy.

o

Failing to improve the Platform. The frequent problems he experienced
prevented him from switching funds. This has impacted his opportunity to grow
his pension pot on a number of occasions. It is incorrect to say that all methods
of communication should be used to submit a fund switch request before it
amounts to maladministration. He experienced errors when he tried to submit
requests by email and telephone. L&G should have had the right procedures in
place to stop this from happening, as his financial transactions are not being
processed promptly and accurately all of the time.

o

Its lack of transparency around the fund closures, both in terms of the decision
and the information provided in relation to final dates for switching in and out of
the funds. He also believes that L&G amended its terms and conditions in 2018
to incorporate further reasons why L&G may need to close funds. This was
after it had closed over 100 funds in October 2016, so he does not see how
this was in line with L&G acting in the best interests of its members and does
not think this was legitimate.

• He believes that he encountered problems with approximately more than one in
ten fund switch requests, which is unacceptable.
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•

He does not see how L&G representatives can understand a customer’s fund
switch request over the telephone. He believes the information the customer can
see online is different to what the representatives can see. He is also unsure how
to detail his fund switch requests via email. L&G should have provided guidance
on this.

• L&G has an outdated, under-invested and misleading Platform. While the
Adjudicator said the option of having the Platform to submit fund switch requests
was not mandatory, he thinks the Adjudicator ought to have done more. He
believes that there should be an investigation into whether a switch that is not
accepted by the Platform is recorded, as this would evidence the problems he
experienced with the Platform.
• He would like his consequential losses to be considered.
I note the additional points raised by Mr K, but I agree with the Adjudicator’s Opinion.

Ombudsman’s decision
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I understand Mr K prefers to submit fund switch requests using the Platform, and I
agree that if a pension provider offers an online platform, that it should be fit for
purpose. Between 2016 and 2020, it is evident that on a number of occasions, Mr K
was unable to submit fund switch requests in the manner that he would like.
However, this does not mean that they should be considered as failed fund switch
requests.
I note that Mr K does not consider that he should have to use other methods of
communication to submit his fund switch requests. I disagree. By using other
methods of communication available to him, Mr K could have mitigated any alleged
financial loss and ensured that his request was submitted to L&G. Mr K ought to have
known that if he was unable to access the Platform, or an error message appeared
when submitting his fund switch requests, it was likely that they had not been
submitted. Furthermore, that the Platform would not log incomplete fund switch
requests. Consequently, there would be no financial transactions for L&G to process.
If the Platform was the only means of submitting fund switch requests, and Mr K was
unable to do so, that would amount to maladministration. However, this is not the
case here as L&G provided Mr K with alternative methods of contact, which he could
have used. By refusing to use other methods open to him, to ensure that his fund
switch request had been received by L&G, I consider that Mr K accepted any
potential adverse impact this may have on his investments.
I am satisfied on reviewing the evidence in this case that L&G had adequate
procedures in place to prevent problems from occurring. Namely, there were
alternative methods of contact and/or submitting fund switch requests. I agree that
the Platform should have allowed Mr K to submit his fund switch requests. That said,
when he was unable to do so, he was not prevented from changing his investments.
As a result, I have not found a breach of trust.
Alternative fund switch requests
I appreciate that Mr K is hesitant to submit his fund switch requests by email or over
the telephone. I note that he has raised concerns about how his requests should be
detailed, as he is not confident L&G’s representatives will interpret his instructions
correctly. Nevertheless, this does not mean that these are no longer viable options.
If Mr K needed guidance on how to submit fund switch requests via email, he had the
opportunity to ask L&G on any occasion. There is no requirement for L&G to
automatically provide information to this effect. Similarly, while Mr K experienced
errors when giving fund switch requests over the telephone, L&G ensured that he
was put back in the correct position. In addition, if Mr K was concerned about giving
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instructions over the telephone, he could have asked the L&G representative to
confirm their understanding before finishing the telephone call.
In light of the options available, Mr K could have submitted his fund switch requests,
rather than wait until the Platform was available again. Consequently, I do not agree
that Mr K has been prevented from changing his investments, nor do I find any loss of
investment growth that Mr K could not have mitigated.
I do not uphold Mr K’s complaint.

Anthony Arter
Pensions Ombudsman
10 August 2021
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Appendix One
The terms and conditions in L&G’s ‘Member’s booklet’ from 2016
“Moving between funds
You may instruct Legal & General at any time, in writing or any other manner which Legal
& General has notified to you inwriting is acceptable to it, to exchange units already
credited to your arrangement for units to an equal value in a different fund or funds
specified by you. This option, which is often called ‘switching’, is subject to the conditions
described below:
(i)

The value of the units in the respective funds will normally be calculated at the
respective unit prices (calculated as described in ‘Funds and Their Operation’ on
page 17) at the second subsequent working day following the receipt date on
which your instruction is received by Legal & General at the address given on
page 4.
However, the insurer may delay calculating the value of units by up to 48 hours
if the number of switches involving one or more of the relevant funds (in respect
of all policies linked to that fund) is, on the second working day following the
receipt date of the switch instruction, higher than the daily average for the
previous six months and is, in the opinion of Legal & General at such a level as
to adversely affect the performance of the fund(s) for policyholders who continue
to be credited with units in that fund(s).

(ii)

In certain circumstances a switch out of a fund may be delayed. The reason for
this is explained in the section entitled ‘Calculation of Pension Pot’ on page 15.

(iii)

The Annual Management Charge due in respect of the period from the last date
on which such charges were deducted up to an including the date on which the
switch is made, will be deducted on the date of the switch in accordance with
section 2 of ‘Amount and Deduction of Annual Management Charges’ on page
20.

(iv)

The Annual Management Charges to be deducted in accordance with section 2
of ‘Amount and Deduction of Annual Management Charges; on page 20 on the
next monthly due date following the switch will be those due in respect of the
period from the date of the switch to the last day of the normal monthly interval.

(v)

Legal & General may restrict or refuse any switch between funds if the value of
the units subject to the switch is less than £100 or if the switch would result in
you investing in more than the maximum number of funds allowed.

(vi)

No charge is made for switching, nor is there a limit on the number of switches
you can make. However, Legal & General may introduce such a charge in the
future or impose a limit on the number of switches allowed at no charge. See
‘Legal & General’s Right to Make Changes’ section on page 23.”
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“Closure of funds
The insurer may decide that a fund will cease to be
available under the scheme policy:
(i)
(ii)

in the case of an internal fund, if, in the insurer’s opinion, it becomes impractical
to maintain a particular fund, e.g. where there are very few investors;
in the case of an external fund:
• if an external fund manager ceases to trade; or
• if an external fund manager closes an investment in which a fund is invested;
or
• if an external fund manager merges any investment in which a fund is
invested with another investment; or
• if in the opinion of Legal & General it becomes impractical or inappropriate to
maintain a particular fund.

If this happens, you will, where practical, be given at least three months’ notice in writing,
except where a standard external fund is closed and it is impractical for the insurer to
provide such notice. In this case the insurer will provide as much notice as is practical.
You will also be given an opportunity to switch any investment you have in an affected
fund into another fund, or funds, in accordance with Section 3 of ‘Application of Pension
Contributions’ on page 14.
If you do not specify into which other fund, or funds, you want units to be switched, they
will be switched into the fund, or funds, specified by Legal & General in the notice.”
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Appendix Two
The terms and conditions in L&G’s ‘Member’s Booklet’ from 2018
“Fund closure
The insurer may close a fund so that it is no longer available, or so that no further
contributions can be made to it. This may happen if:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In the opinion of the insurer it becomes impractical or inappropriate to maintain a
fund, e.g. where there are very few investors
A fund manager stops trading
A fund manager closes an investment in which a fund is invested
A fund manager merges any funds for regulatory reasons
The fund ceases to meet its objectives
The fund performance consistently falls below expectations in the opinion of the
insurer
The fund is not suitable for use within a workplace pension, in the opinion of the
insurer
The fund does not meet customer needs.

The reason we may make a change is not limited to these scenarios.
If this happens we will give you three months’ notice in writing. If this is not possible we will
give you as much notice as we can. We will give you details of the change, the options
available to you and will explain what will happen if you don’t respond. You will have the
option to opt out of the change and make your own investment decisions.
If we do not hear from you we will switch your units into the fund or funds, specified by us
in the notice.
In the event of your arrangement requiring an alteration involving a fund which has
subsequently closed, we may make adjustments to your arrangement to reflect that
change without reprocessing the transactions involving the closed fund.”
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